
BELL’O INTERNATIONAL CORP. TPC2127

TRIPLE PLAYTM UNIVERSAL FLAT PANEL A/V SYSTEM W/SWIVEL MOUNT

his unique and versatile design offers 3 configuration options to meet your display and room lay-
out. It can accommodate most Flat Panel TVs up to 52" or 125 lbs. and up to 4 A/V components. The
rear mounting frame and universal swivel mounting system can be removed so that the system can be
used as a 3-shelf stand-alone table, or the swivel mounting system can be removed and hung on the wall.
It features black tempered safety glass shelves and a High Gloss Black scratch resistant powder-coated
metal frame. Includes multiple decorative panel inserts that allow you to choose from six different color
and wood finishes to match any room decor. It also includes an integrated CMS® Cable Management
System to hide and organize unsightly wires and interconnect cables.
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Overall:
44"w x 591/2"h x 22"d

Usable Top Shelf:
44"w x 20"d

Usable Middle Shelf:
391/2"w x 81/4"h x 18"d

Usable Bottom Shelf:
391/2"w x 81/4"h x 18"d

Swivel Mounting System
holds most Flat Panel TVs
up to 52" or 125 lbs.

Shelf Weight Capacities:
Top Shelf: 125 lbs. (56.7 kg)
Middle Shelf: 50 lbs. (22.7 kg)
Bottom Shelf: 75 lbs. (34.0 kg)
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BELL’O INTERNATIONAL CORP. TPC2127

DETAILED DIMENSIONS

DESIGN FEATURES

• Can accommodate up to four audio/video components

• TV can be wall mounted, mounted on a swivel pole,
or simply placed on stand

• Sturdy scratch resistant, powder-coated steel frame in
High Gloss Black accented by interchangeable inlays
for custom look

• Black tempered safety glass shelves

• CMS® Cable Management System hides wires
and interconnect cables
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Shown as Stand Only option
with Cherry trim

UPC Code:
748249021270

Fits universal mounting
configurations up to
735mm x 500mm

Shown with Swivel Pole option
and Espresso trim inlays


